Supervisor in Foreign Languages, New York State School Boards meet Spanish, was published last month by the Teacher Placement Bureau, and Mr. Maxim Mer Mathews, Director of the Sabol will be in Syracuse to attend Series No. 5. "Cuentos de Juan Timoneda," a manuscript compiled by Dr. Margaret Webster's Tour With "Hamlet," Macbeth" Reaches State

State Students Choose Dewey In Mock Election; Governor Tops President Truman By Margin Of 117

Commuters' Club To Hold Soc-Hop in Lounge Tonight

Margaret Webster's Tour With 'Hamlet,' 'Macbeth' Reaches State

Molly Mulligan '50, has charge of other half of the period will be dormitories immediately afterwards, according to Marion Furlong and dormitories. The voting will take place in the Brockport Inter-Collegiate Conference, a natural love to provide excellent
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Common-Staters

By Pete Denecke

A discussion on the status of President McLaughlin will be held this week by the Student Board of Finance. This organization is a part of the Student Government, which was established in the fall of 1947.

The Modern Dilemma

By Peter Vincenzi

During the past few weeks this student has discovered that there are few good teachers in the world. Although he has been a student for the past two years, he has never before been truly aware of this fact. However, the current situation has forced him to become more aware of the problem.

The student's dilemma is that he cannot find a good teacher. He has tried several different classes this semester, and in each of them he has found that the professor is either too dull to be interesting or too difficult to understand. In addition, the student feels that the material covered in the courses is often irrelevant to his future career.

More Power

Pete Romano has reflected the idea of the university's role in society. He believes that the university should have more power than it currently does. This is because he feels that the university is often too involved in the political and social issues that affect society. He suggests that the university should have more control over the political process and be able to influence public policy.
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Queen to Reign During Rivalry Plays

Lyons Elected Vice-President

Of Association

There are those who believe that the university's role in society is changing. They argue that the university is becoming more involved in the political and social issues that affect society. They suggest that this is because the university is now more powerful than it was in the past. They believe that the university should have more control over the political process and be able to influence public policy.

Committee Alters Social Calendar

Although the university's role in society is changing, there are those who believe that the university should not become too involved in political and social issues. They argue that the university is already too involved in these matters. They believe that the university should focus on its traditional role of education and research, and leave political and social issues to the government.

Field Competition To Highlight Day

Banner Hunts, Field Competition To Highlight Day

The various organizations for the university's social events are working on their plans for the upcoming academic year. The Student Senate is planning a field competition to be held on the campus. The organization is also planning a banner hunt and a dance.
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--- First Night ---

Offer Awards in Story Contest

Miss Lape urges the freshmen to...

Home Made ICE CREAM

Mrs. G. gives away her recipe for home made ice cream... The meet came through with effective lighting...

--- Most Important Business ---

Current Events

The story of a young writer...

Miss Lape urges the freshmen to...

OPPORTUNITIES FOR OFFICERS

TWO NEW WAYS TO JOIN THE RANKS
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Current Events

St. Mary's Upsets SLS; Ham & Eggers Nip VDZ

St. Mary's upset the SLS team with a score of 10-0. The game started slowly and...
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Holland Heads Officers' State For Class of '59

Three Candidates Win

On-Foot Distribution

Chairmen by Elimination

Candidate received and approved officers were Robert M. Schlitz, Turkey; Charles Frail, House, Robert Kaiser, Robert Donnelly on the fourth distribution, His closest competitor was Gordon Bennett, who trailed behind by 39 votes. John Truman, and 46 per cent of that

In the annual human tunnel, Campus Day Cup to the class who attended by leaders prominent in

The rivalry committee was obtained the two Campus Day cups of songs, and Mr. Pe

Now, let's see how this picture grows. The newspaper was published by the student body and was intended to provide information about campus activities, events, and news. The page features articles about campus events, campus officers, and other school-related activities. The layout includes a mix of text and graphics, with images of people and text blocks providing information about various topics. The content is written in a formal style typical of newspaper articles, and the page appears to be well-organized and informative. The page is a snapshot of the college community at that time, offering insights into the daily life of the students and the events that were taking place on campus. It is a valuable resource for understanding the college's culture and the community that existed during that period.